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1. Perk Details

Executive Endorsement
To congratulate your platinum status, a Vena executive will 
personally endorse you through a letter of recommendation 
on the contributions you have made to Vena and the finance 
industry. Great job!

Professional Service Hours
Redeem this perk and receive 2 complimentary hours with 
our professional services team.

Conference Pass
Stay ahead in the world of finance by redeeming this perk 
for a conference pass of your choice (up to $1000 value).

Technology Upgrade
You can’t be a finance leader without the latest technology. 
Redeem this perk and we’ll help level up your tech so you 
can stay on top of your game (up to $1500 value). 

Perk Details
Honorary Emerald Club Gear
Show off your Vena Emerald Club status with exclusive 
apparel.

Vena Blog Feature
You’re brilliant and the world needs to know. In our blog 
feature, you’ll have the opportunity to share your success 
story and offer predictions about where the industry is 
headed.

Streaming Membership
Whether it’s Netflix, Disney+, Apple Music, Spotify, or any 
other streaming service, we’ll help you unplug and enjoy 
the music, movies or shows you love most. Select your 
streaming provider and we’ll cover up to $150.

Charitable Donation
Your cause is our cause. Allow us to help contribute $200 to 
a charity of your choice.

Sponsored Team Lunch
Nurturing relationships is a key component of being a 
finance leader. We’ll help you strengthen and extend your 
relationships with a complimentary lunch (up to $200 value). 
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2. FAQs

How do I participate?
Throughout the year, you will be offered opportunities to 
connect with other Vena customers, prospects and leaders 
in the finance industry and complete reference calls. Every 
successful reference call taken will be added to your call 
total which will earn you perks at different tiers.

Will my previous reference calls count?
To be fair to other Vena Emerald Club members, reference 
calls will only be counted from February 1st, 2020 to 
January 31st, 2021.

How do I get started?
To become a Vena Emerald Club member simply register at: 
https://www.venasolutions.com/emerald-club

Can I transfer my reference calls to another member or do 
they expire?
At this time, your reference call count is non-transferable. 
You did the hard work so you should benefit from it.

Who should I contact if I have more questions about the 
Vena Emerald Club?
Please contact emeraldclub@venasolutions.net
We would love to hear from you!

FAQs
What is the Vena Emerald Club?
The Vena Emerald Club is a customer advocacy program 
that rewards Vena customers for completing reference 
calls and participating in the Vena community. It’s a way to 
ensure your continued success - both professionally and 
personally.

Why be a Vena Emerald Club member?
Joining the Vena Emerald Club will grant you exclusive 
access to a number of professional and personal benefits. 
From sponsored team lunches to industry conference 
passes, there will be no shortage of exciting benefits to 
thank you for doing what you’ve been doing all along - 
sharing your expertise with the rest of the finance world.

Can I exchange or substitute any of the perks?
To be fair to other Vena Emerald Club members, at this 
time, perks must be accepted as is with no substitutions or 
exchanges.

What if I can’t accept monetary prizes?
At this time, we are unable to exchange or substitute any of 
the perks.

How much does it cost to be a member?
Becoming a Vena Emerald Club member is completely free! 
Simply register with your work email and we’ll set you up 
with reference calls that you can complete so you can 
achieve your desired tier.
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